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Abstract 

This paper describes the development and implementation of several 

improvements made to the UWA REV Autonomous SAE Electric Race Car, 

specifically with respect to its road-edge detection capabilities and path-

planning intelligence. 

The road-edge detection capability of the vehicle has been extended to allow 

the vehicle to make use of all the layers of incoming LiDAR scan data 

provided by the IBEO laser scanner and this data is also now adjusted in real 

time, so as to compensate for any variations in vehicular attitude. 

One application for road-edge detection - the ability to map traversed 

roadways - is explored to test the efficacy of these improvements in practice. 

The vehicle’s road-edge detection capability sees further additional 

applications through the exploration and implementation of its integration in 

to the vehicle’s path-planning subroutines, so as to facilitate the vehicle being 

able to autonomously remain on road while driving, rather than being 

manually instructed to follow curves through dense way-pointing. A lane-

keeping algorithm is also proposed to further extend the vehicle’s path-

planning ability with a view towards making the vehicle practical to operate in 

an urban environment. 

Results are demonstrated through simulations showing the successful 

integration of real-time road-edge avoidance, thus achieving the goal of the 

project. 
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Introduction and Background 

Introduction 

 

Figure 1: The Autonomous SAE Race Car as of 2010 [1], 2013 [2] and the end of 2015 (L-R) 

The Autonomous SAE Race Car discussed in this paper was originally 

designed and built by UWA Motorsports as their inaugural 2001 entry in to 

the Formula SAE student design and performance competition organized by 

the Society of Automotive Engineers [3]. In 2010 the vehicle was modified to 

“to a battery-electric vehicle using a dual rear motor drive with an electronic 

differential” [3] by students as part of UWA’s Renewable Energy Vehicle 

Project (REV) so as to meet the requirements of the then new Formula SAE-

Electric vehicle class [3]. 

In 2013 the vehicle was chosen to become to the new test bed for autonomous 

technologies research by the REV Project [4] as a successor to the BMW X5 

that had previously been converted by students to brake-by-wire and steer-by-

wire [5,6]. The modifications made to the Autonomous SAE Race Car (the 

vehicle) in 2013 enabled: electronic control of the vehicles throttle, 

servomotor actuation of hydraulic brakes and motor-controlled steering [2], 

making the vehicle fully drive-by-wire and further building upon the research 
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undertaken on the BWM X5. Additional research by students completed in 

parallel over 2013 produced basic autonomous driving capabilities for the 

vehicle [2]. 

While this addition of autonomous capability took the vehicle outside the 

scope of any Formula SAE competition, it allows the REV Project many 

potential research possibilities within the scope of autonomous driving and 

mapping, as well as allowing final year students within the REV project to 

explore the novel research area of autonomous high-performance race 

vehicles. 

This paper describes several improvements made to the vehicle’s road-edge 

sensing and mapping capabilities as well as the integration of this in to the 

vehicle’s path-planning routines so as to facilitate autonomous on-road 

driving. 

Motivation 

The use of the Autonomous SAE Race Car as a research platform is in part 

motivated by the recently intense level of interest shown, and research and 

development done by, both traditional vehicle manufacturers such as 

Mercedes-Benz [7], Nissan [8, 9], Renault [8, 9] and Volvo [9] as well as 

modern major technology companies like Google [10], Apple [10] and Tesla 

(who has already put semi-autonomous vehicles in the hands of consumers) 

[11]. This suggests that research in this area has immense commercial 

potential and could result in the production of new technologies. 

In particular, the fact that the Autonomous SAE Race Car was originally 

designed and used for high performance and competitive driving – areas that 

have had relatively little exposure to autonomy – provides a relatively unique 

context from which to undertake research. Traditionally, high-performance 
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and competitive automobile research has resulted in many technological 

advances that have benefited vehicles of all applications, and as such, one 

could expect that the same could result from high-performance autonomous 

vehicle research. 

The extension of the Autonomous SAE Race Car to be able to correctly 

identify and keep on roads would improve the autonomy of the vehicle 

allowing it to stay on-road (as would be required in a racing situation) without 

the need for the manual inputting of dense waypoints along any curved 

sections of road. In order for the vehicle to ever operate in an urban 

environment it would similarly be a requirement that the vehicle never 

deviates from the road. 

Literature Review 

An autonomous car is an automated vehicle that is capable of sensing and 

reacting to its environment and then navigating within it, without the need for 

human intervention. Research into the automation of cars goes back as far as 

the 1920s [12] where a car controlled remotely via radio was demonstrated by 

a car manufacturer. However it was not until the late 1980s that serious 

interest in the concept of a fully autonomous vehicle being developed was 

shown, with several universities and car manufacturers beginning research 

projects in the area, such as the Prometheus Project and the Autonomous Land 

Vehicle Project [13, 14, 15]. 

Since the mid-2000s several competitions and challenges have been hosted by 

organisations such as DARPA and VisLab, resulting in further exposure and 

encouraging research towards fully autonomous vehicles [16, 17] 

The technologies developed in the pursuit of autonomous vehicles have 

resulted in benefits in various industries, with Rio Tinto using a fleet of 
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autonomous haulage vehicles and autonomous drills on its mine sites [18, 19] 

and investigating the use of autonomous trains [20] to maximise safety and 

efficiency. Autonomous vehicles have also seen use as public transportation 

[21, 22]. 

Cars are becoming more and more autonomous over time, with technologies 

such as: adaptive cruise control [23]; automatic parallel parking [24]; blind 

spot monitoring [25] and intervention systems [26]; lane keeping [27] and 

automatic braking [28] coming to consumer vehicles over the last two 

decades. This increasing ability for vehicles to monitor and react to their 

environments has resulted in cars that are physically capable of fully 

autonomous driving being sold to consumers with only legislation and in some 

cases software limiting the use of full autonomy [29]. It is expected that 

autonomous vehicles could account for up to 75% of cars on the road by 2040 

[30]. 

Prior research has been conducted on road and road edge detection through 

optical systems [31, 32, 33], radar [34, 35, 36] as well as through the use of 

Light Density and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors such as in the winning entry in 

the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge [37] and in research at German [38] and 

Singaporean [39] universities. The methodology described in [36] utilises a 

feature-extraction algorithm based upon location of local maxima and minima 

in the LiDAR data as well as the variance of segments between these extrema. 

Other algorithms such as [39, 40, 41] rely on the presence of curbs and seek to 

identify and track curbs as features in the LiDAR data. The approach 

described in [38] is similar to the original algorithm employed here and 

attempts to seek appropriate linear fits to the road surface. In both of the latter 

two cases a Kalman filter is used to track the position of road edges 

temporally. 
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It has been shown that the accuracy of LiDAR based mapping can be 

improved by adjusting incoming LiDAR data for the sensor’s pitch and roll, as 

measured by an on-board Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [42, 43, 44]. This 

strategy has been proven to be viable even for unmanned aerial vehicles [44], 

which require compensation for a much greater degree of pitch, roll and yaw 

than an autonomous land vehicle is likely to. By analysing LiDAR data 

consisting of multiple scan layers intersecting the roadway, an estimation of 

road shape and road curvature can be calculated [44, 45]. 

The problem of path-finding can be described as: “Given a start state, a goal 

state, a representation of the robot and a representation of the world, find a 

collision-free path that connects the start with the goal satisfying the system 

constraints” [46]. In mobile robotics a proven method to obtain the requisite 

“representation of the world” is via the use of LiDAR data to generate a 

virtual map in real-time both as the sole sensor [47] and in conjunction with 

data from additional sensors [48,49]. Similar LiDAR based map building 

approaches have been shown to be suitable for outdoor terrain [50, 51] and 

have been scaled up to larger autonomous vehicles with great success [52, 53]. 

These generated maps vary from simple two dimensional maps consisting of 

traversable regions, obstacles and unexplored regions [53, 54, 55], (suitable 

for simple path-planning algorithms) to more complex three dimensional maps 

that include the elevation of points from which more complex cost maps are 

generated [52, 56, 57]. 
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System Overview 

The Autonomous SAE Race Car consists of three main components: the 

vehicle’s Control Software – currently being run on a Raspberry Pi 2; the Low 

Level Controller and the Safety Supervisor. The relationship between these 

components is depicted in Figure 2. The Low Level Controller is responsible 

for the actuation of physical vehicle components based upon instruction from 

the Control Software; such as the motor attached to the steering column or the 

servomotor attached to the hydraulic brakes, it also generates an artificial 

throttle signal when the vehicle is autonomously accelerating. The Safety 

Supervisor is designed to ensure the safety of the occupant and any bystanders 

should a fault occur with the Vehicle’s Control software. This project consists 

of modification made only to the Control Software, so it is explained in 

greater detail below. 

 

Figure 2: System Overview [2] 
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The Control Software reads in data from all of the on-board sensors, such as 

the GPS, Inertial Measurement Unit, and the IBEO LiDAR scanner; it 

processes this information so as to map and sense its environment as well as 

determine its location and orientation within this environment. The Control 

Software is also responsible for communication with the human operator(s) 

through the ‘base station’ – an external safety monitoring station, and a Web 

Interface - consisting of a series of dynamic web pages that are displayed 

through a web browser either on the screen mounted on the vehicle’s dash or 

via any other web capable device connected to the vehicle’s local network. 

The Control Software receives instructions from an operator through the Web 

Interface, these instructions consist of desired location(s) for it to drive to in 

the form of GPS waypoints. The Control Software then calculates various 

control parameters in order to drive the vehicle to these location(s) and based 

on these parameters, it instructs the low level system so as to accomplish 

tasks. This project focuses on the mapping and sensing of the environment and 

the subsequent planning of a path from the vehicle’s current location to the 

desired location(s). 

The Mapping and Sensing is performed through the analysis of a variety of 

incoming sensor data which is interpreted by software made up of a 

combination of C++ classes and device specific libraries. The resulting 

interpreted view of the environment and the vehicle’s place within it are then 

passed in to the path-planning subroutines, which consists of calls to a static 

library that has been generated from MATLAB code. This path-planning 

library then creates intermediate waypoints to map out the path it has planned 

to approach the next desired location and passes these in to the vehicle control 

component.  
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The final component of the Control Software is the Vehicle Control, this 

component receives a set of immediate waypoints from the Path-Planning 

Component. This component will then sequentially drive the vehicle to each 

of these waypoints until it reaches the final one or receives a new set of 

waypoints. A waypoint is determine to be ‘reached’ if and when the vehicle 

determines that its current location is within a distance less than a defined 

tolerance of the waypoint. Upon reaching a waypoint the heading to the next 

waypoint is calculated and set as the desired bearing, this is then converted in 

to a low-level steering command by using a PID loop and this is sent through 

to the Low-Level Controller to turn the steering motor as necessary to steer 

the vehicle towards the next waypoint. 

Road-Edge Detection 

Background 

A project undertaken by a 

previous final year student 

included the design and 

development of a road-edge 

detection algorithm for use on 

the Autonomous SAE car [2]. 

This algorithm operated by 

heuristically evaluating incoming 

LiDAR “scan data” - sets of 

polar angle/radial distance pairs, 

based on a set of criteria and 

assumptions about road characteristics. The algorithm also incorporated a 

Kalman Filter [58] so as to allow for time-averaged estimations of the road-

edges’ positions. The algorithm was shown to be able to determine road edges 

Figure 3: IBEO LiDAR Sensor Data, objects depicted by 
circular object centres with bounding boxes, scan layers colour 
coded and road segments depicted in white. Distances in 
metres. 
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on both curbed and non-curbed roads in real-time while under dynamic 

conditions [2].  

However, there were some limitations in the efficacy of this algorithm as of 

the completion of this student’s project. The implementation of the algorithm 

was limited to the analysis of a single layer of incoming scan data (the layer 

closest to the vehicle). This meant the vehicle was only capable of detecting 

road-edges immediately in front of the vehicle, too late for the vehicle to react 

in any way. This incoming data was also not adjusted for the vehicle’s attitude 

– its pitch and roll, this meant that the accuracy of the algorithm was reduced 

when the vehicle was driven over rough terrain or at high speeds. The detected 

road-edges were also discarded by the vehicle’s control software as there was 

no integration of road-edge avoidance in the vehicle’s path-planning 

subroutines and as such, the detected road-edges were unused. 

Multi-Layer Algorithm 

Before detection of road-edges can be integrated in to the vehicle’s path-

planning algorithm, the implementation of the algorithm on the vehicle must 

be modified to allow for the analysis of multiple layers of incoming LiDAR 

scan data. This is because LiDAR scan data is received in ‘slices’, and as 

such, a single, individual layer of scan data contains a significant number of 

points of data horizontally (left-right relative to the scanner), but it is only a 

single data point ‘thick’ in the forwards-backwards direction. By extending 

the algorithm to multiple layers of scan information the vehicle is able to 

detect deviations in the road from much farther away, while the vehicle still 

has plenty of time to react and modify its planned paths accordingly, without 

sacrificing the ability to monitor road-edges closer to the vehicle were it is 

more critical. This also allows for an accurate estimation of road shape and the 

calculation of road curvature to be generated [44, 45]. 
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The implementation of the algorithm across multiple layers is to be 

implemented in its simplest form. Firstly, the incoming scan data from the 

IBEO LiDAR is filtered by scan layer, the data is then adjusted for the 

vehicle’s attitude (as described below) and then finally, the original road-edge 

detection algorithm is run over each layer individually, returning one pair of 

road-edges per scan layer. The original algorithm itself will remain 

unmodified within the scope of this project. 

Attitude Correction and Mapping 

As the vehicle drives over a non-flat surface, its pitch and roll angles will 

constantly vary, this introduces noise into the Kalman filter, which would 

make it more difficult to track road edges over time. This error increases as the 

distance of scan points from the vehicle increases (i.e. for further scan layers) 

as slight changes in angle result in large changes in displacement at long 

distances, and this would also limit the usefulness of mapping detected road 

edges as without an accurate idea of the vehicle’s orientation in global 

coordinates, only the local position of detected road-edges relative to the car 

can be determined. For this reason, the attitude correction for the vehicle’s 

pitch and roll are performed prior to the scan information being passed into 

the road-finding algorithm, as this minimises what would otherwise be a 

significant source of noise to the Kalman Filter, and this has been proven to 

improve the accuracy of LiDAR generated maps [42, 43, 44]. 

Firstly, the incoming scan data must be converted from polar coordinates 

(relative to the IBEO LiDAR scanner) into three dimensional Cartesian 

coordinates. This is done through simple trigonometry. 

The distance of each scan point from the scanner and its horizontal angle are 

the values returned by the LiDAR, and the vertical angle of the scan (degrees 
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below the plane parallel to the car and its IMU) is pre-determined for each 

scan layer, by summing the angle below the horizontal for the LiDAR scanner 

itself (4.0°, for this project) and the angle of each scan layer relative to the 

scanner (2.9°. 1.58°, 0.65° and -0.29°, for this project). The Z-Coordinate 

(height in metres) of a point can then be calculated by simple trigonometry as 

the product of the absolute distance and the inverse sine of the vertical angle. 

The planar distance (absolute distance in the XY-plane, parallel to the car and 

the IMU's planes) is similarly the product of the absolute distance by the 

inverse cosine of the vertical angle. From the planar distance, the X (metres to 

the right) and Y-Coordinates (metres in front) can be calculated once again by 

basic trigonometry as the products of planar distance and the sine and cosine 

of the horizontal angle respectively. 

In order to convert the local XYZ-Coordinate system to a global coordinate 

system, the scan points must be adjusted for rotation of the car. The IMU 

attached to the car measures both its pitch (forward/backward) and roll (tilting 

left/right) relative to the horizontal plane (the plane perpendicular to gravity). 

In order to correct for these rotations an origin must be chosen, as the LiDAR, 

GPS and IMU are all located in a line perpendicular to the vehicle, the point 

where this line intersects with the plane made by the bottom of the four wheels 

of the car was chosen. As this prevents the pitch, roll and global positioning 

data losing accuracy, is a simple transform from the LiDAR-as-origin 

coordinate system and once corrected for pitch and roll; gives coordinates 

relative to the ground's surface rather than the scanner, i.e. Z-Coordinate 

becomes the height above ground rather than above scanner. This transform is 

enacted by subtracting the height of the LiDAR (1.225m above the ground) 

from each Z-Coordinate. 
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To then correct for the detected pitch and roll of the vehicle (with respect to 

the new origin), standard 3D-rotation matrices are used.  

For pitch correction:(
1 0 0
0 cos(𝜃) sin(𝜃)
0 −sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃)

), and for roll: (
cos(𝜙) 0 −sin(𝜙)

0 1 0
sin(𝜙) 0 cos(𝜙)

), 

where θ is the angle below the horizontal (pitch) and φ is the angle of the left 

of the vehicle above the horizontal and of the right of the vehicle below the 

horizontal. As the vehicle drives over a non-flat surface, its pitch and roll 

angles will constantly change, this introduces noise into the Kalman filter and 

can make it more difficult to track road edges over time, this error increases as 

the distance of scan points from the vehicle increases (i.e. for further scan 

layers). For this reason, the correction for the vehicle’s pitch and roll are 

performed prior to the scan information being passed into the road-finding 

algorithm, as this minimises what would otherwise be a significant source of 

noise to the Kalman Filter. 

The road-finding algorithm thus returns a pair of X coordinates (distances 

left/right relative to the vehicle) and a slope and intercept corresponding to a 

line of best fit through the scan points between these two X coordinates, which 

are corrected for pitch and roll but still local coordinates. In order to determine 

the location of road edges and scan points globally, these points must be 

rotated to account for the vehicle’s heading at the time of the scan and the 

vehicle’s current distance from the global origin. 

The vehicle’s heading at any time is calculated from a fusion of IMU and GPS 

data, from this data, the angle by which the points must be rotated in the XY-

plane can be calculated. In order to rotate the lines of best fit that correspond 
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to detect road segments, the end Y-coordinates of the line end-points are 

calculated. This is done by substituting the X-coordinates into the line, which 

can be displayed in the form of a standard linear function as: 

 𝑦 =  𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 × 𝑥 +  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡, the end-points of the line are then represented 

by X,Y pairs, which can be rotated about the vehicle origin by the 

transformation matrix: (
cos(𝜓) −sin(𝜓) 0
sin(𝜓) cos(𝜓) 0

0 0 1
), where ψ is 360° minus the 

vehicle's heading. 

The detected road edges are now located by XY-coordinates independent of 

the car’s rotation; however, they are still determined by their distance from the 

vehicle. In order to convert them to a global coordinate system a global origin 

must be chosen. The vehicle is pre-programmed with a default GPS coordinate 

(the Datum) representing the global origin, but this can be changed to the 

vehicle’s current GPS location. The vehicle’s GPS coordinates at any time can 

then be converted in to an approximation of distance North and East from the 

Datum which becomes the X and Y coordinates of the vehicle. Detected road 

edges can then be converted from XY- coordinates relative to the vehicle to 

global coordinates relative to the Datum by summing the converted X and Y 

coordinates of the vehicle with the relative coordinates of the detected road 

edges. Road segments can then be determined and plotted simply by fitting a 

line between each pair of XY coordinates. 
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On-Road Path-Planning 

Background 

The vehicle’s path-planning algorithm as of the start of this project was 

implemented by a previous student as part of their Final Year Project. The 

algorithm operates as four distinct sub-tasks: the generation of a base frame, 

the generation of potential manoeuvres, the calculation of manoeuvre costs 

and the selection of manoeuvres [4], these steps are explained below. 

Prior to commencing a drive, the vehicle is provided a series of GPS 

waypoints; the algorithm then generates a ‘base frame’ (or ideal path) by 

calculating a parametric cubic spline through these waypoints. At each 

instance of path-planning, the vehicle’s position along and relative to this 

‘base frame’ can be determined. Then, a set of path candidates are generated 

Figure 4: Simulated selection of path so as to avoid obstacles (in red). Chosen path in green. [4] 
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from the vehicle model’s information and the vehicle’s current heading. Each 

of these paths are then given a cost calculated from a combination of cost 

functions representing: the path’s distance from the base frame (to ensure the 

path does not deviate excessively from the ideal path), the consistency of this 

path with the previous path in terms of heading (to prevent ‘jerky’ driving), 

and the safety of the path (to prevent collisions or near misses). The path with 

the lowest cost is then selected by this algorithm and passed in to the vehicle’s 

Control subroutines [4]. 

This Advanced Path-Planning algorithm allows the vehicle to dynamically 

avoid static obstacles by re-planning paths in real time as obstacles are 

detected [4].  

Road-Edge Avoidance 

One limitation of the previously described path-planning algorithm is the lack 

of any consideration of the need of a vehicle to stay on-road. With the 

improvements made to the road-edge detection of the vehicle – namely the 

increased range, accuracy and number of detected road edges – it became 

feasible to integrate the incoming road-edge data into the Advanced Path-

Planning algorithm so as to allow the vehicle to plan paths that keep it safely 

on the road. 

In order to implement this, an approach similar to that of the already 

implemented obstacle avoidance [4] was used. Firstly, as road-edges are 

detected they are appended to FIFO data structures(s) (in this particular 

implementation two Double-Ended Queues – chosen so as to prevent memory 

fragmentation errors, one for X-Coordinates and one for Y-Coordinates), in 

order to prevent excessive time and memory consumption these data 

structure(s) have a maximum size (tuneable in the source code), if the 

structure is filled and a new pair of road edges is detected, the oldest pair of 
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road edges is discarded to make room. As long as the maximum size of these 

data structure(s) is large enough to hold the road edges from immediately in 

front of the vehicle, (i.e. to ensure the discarded road-edges are only discarded 

after the vehicle has driven past them and no longer has any immediate need 

for them) the discarding of road-edges would not impact on the ability of the 

vehicle to plan paths that stay on-road. All road-edges are still logged to allow 

for maps to be retroactively generated. 

Then at each path-planning instance the current collection of road-edges along 

with the current collection of detected obstacles is added to a new data 

structure ordered as such: X-Coordinate, Y-Coordinate and then either the 

Safety Radius (the distance by which obstacles should be avoided) or the Road 

Edge Avoidance Radius, depending on whether the coordinates are for an 

obstacle or a road-edge.  

This data structure is then passed into the Advanced Path-Planning 

subroutines, there road-edges are treated similarly to objects, that is, once 

potential paths are generated: those paths that pass within a Road-Edge 

Avoidance Radius of a road-edge are assigned a high safety cost - just like the 

paths that pass within an object Safety Radius of an object. Paths that are 

adjacent to paths that pass within a Road-Edge Avoidance Radius of a road-

edge are also assigned a (lower) safety cost through the use of a Discrete 

Gaussian Convolution over a collision matrix [4, 59]. This should result in 

potential paths that cross (or come too close to crossing) the road’s edge being 

discarded, and only paths that remain safely on-road being selected. This will 

allow the density of waypoints required for an on-road drive to be greatly 

reduced.  

In fact with road-edge avoidance enabled, the vehicle would only require 

waypoints at intersections and would otherwise follow the road, rather than 
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require any curved path to be manually mapped out densely with waypoints as 

was the case previously. 

Lane-Keeping 

One limitation in the new road-edge avoidance algorithm described above is 

that the vehicle will choose paths without regard for lanes, that is, it will drive 

on the right or left hand side of the road whichever it decides is closer to the 

‘base frame’ (ideal path to the next waypoint). While this is not an issue 

within the scope of this project – as our vehicle is intended for race conditions 

(i.e. single lane, one-way driving) – a potential solution exists by way of the 

calculation of an additional cost, implemented into the total cost function for 

candidate path selection in the Advance Path-Planning subroutines, is 

proposed. 

The cost-determination algorithm runs as follows: firstly, before starting the 

autonomous driving a variable is set to determine whether the vehicle should 

stay to the left or to the right of the road. Then at each path planning instance 

each of the generated candidate paths are checked for collisions with each 

road segment (where a road segment is defined by the line between a pair of 

road-edge coordinates). For each collision, the point of collision is compared 

to the ‘ideal’ collision point – which is the point that is a particular distance 

(Road-edge Offset, tuneable in the source code) along the road segment from 

the road-edge on the side to which the vehicle should be keeping (as depicted 

in Figure 5 on the next page). 
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Then the average of both the maximum distance from an ideal point from 

among all of its road segment intersections and the mean distance from ideal 

points from each intersection give the cost for each potential path. This cost 

should favour paths that closely follow the designated side of the road. The 

averaging of the maximum deviation and the mean deviation is to prevent the 

choosing of paths that deviate wildly for only one or a few segment 

intersections, as such a path might otherwise have a reasonably low mean 

deviation. 

Results 

Originally it was intended that each of the improvements to the vehicle were 

to be tested by simulation before being rigorously tested on-vehicle. However, 

due to significant issues with the vehicle due to a variety of factors - from 

hardware faults, sensor failures, damage to vital components due to other 

groups borrowing parts of the vehicle, and software bugs - the ability to test 

any of the improvements on vehicle was extremely limited. As such, the 

results presented below are mostly derived from simulations. 

Edge Offset 

Distance from ideal 

Potential vehicle path 

Road-edge 

Ideal intersection point 

Actual intersection point 

Figure 5: Lane-Keeping Cost Calculation Diagram 
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Multi-Layer Road-Edge Detection 

The road-edge detection was extended across all four scan layers, an example 

is depicted below in Figure 6. The implementation used allows for road-edges 

to be detected along any arbitrary number of incoming scan layers by a simple 

modification to a variable in a header file, changing a variable to the desired 

number of scan layers.  

Attitude Correction and Mapping 

A drive at very low-speeds (for safety reasons) was performed from the 

Automotive Laboratory at the Electrical and Electronic Engineering building 

to the oval adjacent to the Business School building and back again, and data 

was collected. The mapped road segments for this drive are displayed overlaid 

on a satellite image in Figure 7, it is evident from the overlay that the mapping 

is reasonably accurate with only the occasional misplaced road segment off to 

the sides – most likely due to the heavy volume of pedestrians walking 

alongside and in front of the vehicle. 

Figure 6: IBEO LiDAR Scan Data, showing road segments (in white) detected across all four scan 
layers. Distances in metres. Each layer of scan data is colour coded. 
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Figure 7: Detected, Adjusted and Mapped Road Segments overlaid on Google Maps Image 

The incoming raw scan data was logged, allowing for a comparison between 

the accuracy of the road-edge detection with and without vehicle attitude 

adjustment. While the failure rate (the number of scan layers for which no 

road segments were detected) was very low in both cases, when the data was 

adjusted for the vehicle’s attitude there was a 1.26% reduction in the failure 

rate. This is still a sizeable improvement considering that the surfaces driven 

over were paved, flat surfaces - that is, ones for which the vehicle’s attitude 

would not vary significantly. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the 

accuracy of the attitude adjusted algorithm would further outperform the 

standard algorithm on rougher terrain, which unfortunately - due to time 

restrictions, the vehicle was not able to be tested over. 
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Road-Edge Avoidance 

The road-edge avoidance algorithm was tested through several simulations run 

with the actual code in MATLAB. 

 

Note that in the simulation depicted in Figure 8 the selected path leaves the 

road when there is a gap in road edges (to simulate an intersection) that allows 

the vehicle to more closely follow the ideal path (base frame), but not when 

Figure 8: Multiple simulated path-planning instances. Potential paths in blue, selected 
paths in cyan, detected road edges in red and base frame in black and green. 
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there is a gap that would take it further away. This implies that the vehicle will 

choose whichever exit from an intersection is closest to its ideal path to the 

next waypoint, but the vehicle is unable to consider whether or not that path 

will take it to the next waypoint in the long term. 

It was determined through simulations that the Road Edge Avoidance Radius 

had to be set to a value at least that of the granularity (the distance between the 

points along each path that are checked for collisions) used by the path-

planning algorithm; otherwise it was possible for a potential path to go straight 

through a road-edge but have none of the checked points lying within a road-

edge avoidance radius of the road-edge, as is displayed in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Simulation with high granularity 
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There was also the case whereby a potential path slightly intersects the radius 

around a road-edge and as such was not determined to have a ‘collision’ with 

the road-edge, the choosing of this path and paths like it is prevented if the 

Path Estimate (or Manoeuvre) Granularity (the lateral distance between 

potential paths) is sufficiently small, then the slightly intersecting path should 

have neighbouring path(s) that intersect the road-edge and due to the use of a 

Discrete Gaussian Convolution over the collision matrix in determining the 

safety cost of paths, this would result in this slightly intersecting path 

receiving a (relatively) high safety cost, preventing it from being chosen. It is 

demonstrated in the simulation depicted in Figure 10 that the path-planning 

will favour paths that are not adjacent to paths that intersect with a road-edge.  

Figure 10: Relatively small manoeuvre granularity 
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Lane-Keeping 

An implementation of the Lane-Keeping algorithm described in this paper was 

coded and tested alongside the road-edge avoidance algorithm, however the 

particular implementation that was used proved to be prohibitively expensive 

in terms of time taken to calculate the costs relative to the standard road-edge 

avoidance algorithm and it was not as accurate as would be necessary in real 

life urban environments. 

 

Figure 11: Example of Lane-Keeping algorithm, attempting to keep right 
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Conclusion 

Discussion of Results 

The project has achieved its goal of improving the vehicle’s road-edge 

detection through the extension of road-edge detection across multiple scan 

layers with vehicle attitude adjustment, and has shown that it can be 

successfully applied for the mapping of traversed road-ways. The vehicle is 

now also able to autonomously drive itself without deviating from the road - 

except at intersections marked by gaps in the roads edge, and now no longer 

requires tediously entering waypoints along the length of every curved section 

of road. 

Unfortunately, the implementation of the Lane-Keeping algorithm that was 

tested in this project was found to be both too time expensive as well as not 

accurate enough for integration in to the vehicle. Optimisation and further 

development of this algorithm is unfortunately now outside this scope of this 

project due to time restrictions but there is sufficient scope for a future student 

to build on this algorithm. 

Overall, the vehicle is now more accurately able to navigate when driving on 

roads or paths, this allows for significant research to be explored in new areas 

regarding autonomous driving in urban environments as well as the high-

performance and competitive environments for which the car is suited. 

Future Work 

In terms of potential research extensions to the road-edge detection ability of 

the vehicle, the extension of the algorithm to intelligently make use of the 

multiple scan layers through the use of a planar regression instead of the linear 

regression currently used. This would allow for the detection of ‘road 

corridors’ rather than road segments and could allow for overall more accurate 

mapping of the road. 
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In order for the lane-keeping algorithm to become feasible to operate in real 

time it would be necessary to replace the hardware on which the vehicle’s 

control systems operate (at present, a Raspberry Pi 2), one potential hardware 

solution would be the use of a GPU (graphics processing unit) as "GPUs are 

optimized for taking huge batches of data and performing the same operation 

over and over very quickly…” [60], such operations form the majority of the 

vehicle’s control software, from incoming LiDAR data analysis and the road-

edge detection algorithm to the vehicle’s path-planning algorithm. The 

modification of the source code to operate in such a hardware environment 

would likely be a significant undertaking and would be of sufficient scope for at 

least one engineering student’s final year project. 

There is also the potential for the inclusion of visual sensors such as cameras 

as these are recently seeing increased prevalence in autonomous vehicles. This 

would potentially allow for research into the creation of a road-edge detection 

algorithm based on a fusion of camera and LiDAR data. In fact, Oxford 

University uses a fusion of camera and LiDAR data for vehicle localisation, as 

well as Object Detection [61], a similar approach could be integrated in to the 

vehicle’s road-edge mapping to allow for maps of sufficient quality to allow 

for the use of SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping) algorithms, 

reducing the need for GPS which are relatively inaccurate. In addition, there 

has been significant research undertaken in using visual sensors to detect lane-

markings, some research even being completed within UWA [62] this 

research could be implemented onto and incorporated into the vehicle and its 

control algorithms, perhaps in conjunction with the lane-keeping algorithm 

described in this paper, thus allowing it to lane-keep to a standard necessary 

for safe traversal of an urban environment. 

As of the conclusion of this year, the vehicle’s localisation and path-planning 

have improved, however there is significant scope for improvements to be 
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made to the vehicle’s control loops, as at present while the vehicle can 

accurately determine its present location and a path to get to its desired 

location, its ability to accurately follow this path is limited. Improvements 

could be made to the PID control loop (as it is presently not tuned correctly) 

that controls the vehicle’s steering, and several further potential control 

improvements could be explored. 

There is significant scope for potential improvements that could be made to 

the Advanced Path-Planning algorithms: from changing the length of planned 

manoeuvres based on the vehicle’s speed - to maximise accuracy and 

efficiency by not over planning while preventing the vehicle from 

overshooting the planned path before the next path-planning instance; the 

design and integration of new cost functions more suited to high speed racing 

environments – such as deciding how best to approach corners; and the design 

and implementation of modifications to obstacle detection and avoidance so as 

to allow the vehicle to react to and potentially avoid or overtake moving 

obstacles such as other vehicles or pedestrians. 
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